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The Institute of Advanced Study is a flagship venture of Durham University
launched in October 2006 to promote new thinking on big ideas through
structured dialogue between scholars, intellectuals, practitioners and publics. 
Its aim is to help change world thinking and practice through the power of ideas
generated in a multi-disciplinary environment.  The Durham IAS is one of only 
a handful of comparable institutions in the world that promotes engagement
across the Sciences, Social Sciences, and the Arts and Humanities, and that
actively seeks to work across professional boundaries. The focal point of the IAS 
is a programme of work associated with, but not exclusive to, an annual research
theme which is selected for its intellectual and policy significance as well as its
resonance with interests at Durham. At the core of the IAS programme lies a
generously funded fellowship scheme that allows the Institute to gather together
the world’s finest thinkers.  

Each year, two groups of up to ten individuals are invited to spend three months
at the IAS. They are located in Cosin’s Hall, a magnificent 18th century mansion
which, together with Durham Cathedral and Durham Castle, forms part of Palace
Green, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that dominates the Durham Peninsula.
During their stay, Fellows advance their own research, engage with departments
and colleges, deliver public lectures and seminars, and, above all, join an
international community of researchers – Durham scholars and IAS visitors – 
to address the theme selected for that year.  Among their many legacies, Fellows
leave the IAS having written a new paper for the flagship journal Insights, an
inter-disciplinary outlet for the very best of the work produced at the Institute. 
In addition to its fellowship scheme, the IAS sponsors a rich and varied
programme of activities linked to the annual theme (and other inter-disciplinary
topics) developed by staff and research postgraduates at Durham. These include
high-level conferences, workshops, policy and media events, seminars, public
lectures, and publications designed to foster, build and disseminate new research
drawing on excellence across the university.

Modelling

The IAS theme for 2007/2008 was ‘Modelling’, which has become a pervasive
mode of thinking and practice in almost every sphere of modern life, and yet
carries varied meanings and expectations in different disciplines and professional
arenas. Our aim was to compare modelling practices, evaluate the strengths 
of mathematical models, and initiate a dialogue between diverse modelling
traditions, metaphorical and technical. The outcome speaks for itself. The theme
attracted far-reaching interest, enabling us to recruit 20 fellows of outstanding
calibre from within and beyond Durham, straddling a diverse range of disciplines
including anthropology, archaeology, astronomy, economics, engineering,
geography, linguistics, mathematics, oceanography, philosophy, and sociology. 
The theme also attracted widespread interest at Durham, where it was taken
forward through a variety of genuinely inter-disciplinary and creative new ventures
yielding not only the activities and outputs summarised in this annual report, but
also new collaborations and initiatives that will continue for many years. It was
particularly pleasing to continue to see large and diverse audiences at the many
public lectures, seminars and conferences supported by the IAS, in particular
undergraduate and postgraduate students, and people from the local community.
Already promised from the 20 Fellows and the 22 IAS sponsored or endorsed
events that ran between October 2007 and July 2008 - which included three
multi-disciplinary public lecture series - are 11 books and 41 journal articles.  

Public engagement is an important aspiration of the IAS, achieved through
hosting public events, interacting with opinion and policy makers, media
cultivation, and shaping public culture.  Examples of this aspect of the work of
the Institute are included in the highlights of 2007/2008:

Highlights

• A fascinating public lecture by Sir Michael Wheeler-Booth (Clerk in the House
of Lords 1960-97, and Clerk of the Parliament 1991-97) in October 2007 
on the current state of Britain’s unwritten constitution

• An exhibition of British artist Chris Gollon’s work during November 2007, and
participation in the inaugural year of the Durham Art Festival - showcasing in
June 2008, the photographic work of Adrian Clark from his book Gary’s Friends

• A capacity audience at the public lecture in February 2008 delivered by IAS
Fellow, Professor Mahmood Mamdani on the political violence in Darfur.  This
was followed by another well attended public lecture given by the journalist
Linda Melvern (The Guardian and Prospect) in April - organised by the
Department of History and endorsed by the IAS - on how secretive and
unaccountable decision making by the UN Security Council, together with 
a failure of the Western press to adequately report the events, contributed 
to the 1994 Rwandan genocide

• Positive coverage of the Durham IAS in a four-page article in The Times Higher
Education concerning the number of inter-disciplinary research institutes and
centres being established in the UK (20 March 2008)

• A visit to the IAS by Nick Brown MP on 9 April 2008

• A high-level seminar in April 2008 for policy leaders in the region on
‘Enterprise, Innovation and Regional Growth’, led by IAS Fellow, Paul Ormerod
and his colleague Bridget Rosewell (Chief Economist to the Greater London
Authority from 2002-2008) 

• A further £47k raised during 2007/08 from individuals and trusts to support
the work of the IAS in 2009/10

• The election of Professor Susan J Smith as Fellow of the British Academy

Directors’ Report
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As this annual report is published the Institute is half way through its third annual
theme, ‘Being Human’, with 20 Fellows expected through the course of the year,
and an academic programme that includes an international symposium on
language and human nature, workshops on de-humanisation, witnessing, and
human sustainability, debates on consciousness and thinking as an embodied
activity, and symposia examining the relationship between the concept of ‘home’
and ‘being human’ in different cultural settings and states of mobility. This
academic programme, the details of which are listed in the 2008/2009 IAS
Annual Programme, is proving to be as innovative as the last.  Additional
highlights include an exhibition in March 2009 in Durham Cathedral of the
sculpture of the celebrated South African artist Jane Alexander renowned for 
her work on the human form, and also the publication in late February 2009 
by Profile Books of Thinking about Almost Everything, a book of ideas edited 
by IAS Directors Ash Amin and Michael O’Neill, encapsulating thinking at Durham
on a wide range of topics of public interest.

In addition, the academic programme for 2009/10 is in place, related to the
theme of ‘water’.  The interest expressed in this theme by colleagues at Durham
has been exceptional, focussing on a wide range of sub-themes including: Water
in Earth and Space; Water as Metaphor and Symbol; Water and Power; Water and
Risk; and Water, Security and International Law.  The Fellows have also been
selected and we look forward to welcoming an exceptional group of academics,
artists and policymakers from all parts of the world in October 2009.

We would like to thank the individuals and trusts working with us to achieve the
University’s vision for the IAS.  In particular, we wish to acknowledge the
contribution made to the IAS by Professor James Stirling as one of its founding
directors, who left his post as Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Research at Durham in
September 2008 to take up the prestigious Jacksonian Chair of natural
philosophy at the University of Cambridge's Cavendish Laboratory.  James played 
a vital role in establishing the IAS at Durham and we wish him well in his new
position at Cambridge.

We wish also to thank Professor Chris Higgins and the University’s Senior 
Officers for their ongoing support of the Institute, our Advisory Council for its 
wise guidance on the direction we should take and the opportunities we should
seek, and those individuals and charitable trusts who have already kindly donated
funding to the Institute for this year and beyond. The financial support we have
received from the James Knott Trust and other private individuals and alumni is
invaluable in helping us to sustain our fellowship scheme, support our ambition to
engage the postgraduate and wider communities with the Institute’s activities, and
develop new high-level ventures.  

Last, but certainly not least, we wish to acknowledge the continued invaluable
input and support provided by Durham’s academic departments and by the
colleges, without which there would be no Institute of Advanced Study at 
Durham University. The Institute’s ambition to cultivate and sustain new 
thinking relies, as always, on their intellectual and collegial generosity.  

Ash Amin
Colin Bain
Michael O’Neill
Susan J Smith

Looking Ahead And Finally…
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Under the umbrella of the IAS annual theme, a series of events is organised 
by Durham academics or by those holding one of the Institute's fellowships.  
In addition, the IAS sponsors high-level and cross-disciplinary activities on behalf
of Durham departments, the University, and external bodies that include public
lectures and debates, seminar series, international conferences, and strategic
policy briefings.  Between October 2007 and July 2008, the IAS supported 
12 thematic events, 3 non-thematic events, and 2 IAS-endorsed events.  
The majority of these events have resulted in a forthcoming publication or 
grant application but just as importantly, they have also produced new research
networks and collaborations, achieving one of the main aims of the IAS: to 
engage in meaningful dialogue across disciplinary and professional boundaries.

International Symposium on Financial Modelling
15 September 2007

Organised by Professor Kaddour Hadri, Dr Anurag Banerjee, 
and Professor Krishna Paudyal

This one day symposium dealt with recent advances in financial modelling 
and more particularly with financial econometrics. The main focus of financial
modelling is to account for uncertainties and to help evaluate financial risks. 
The past two to three decades have seen an extraordinary growth in the use of
quantitative methods in financial markets. Finance professionals now routinely 
use sophisticated statistical techniques in portfolio management, proprietary
trading, risk management, financial consulting, and securities regulation. 
The interest in the econometrics of financial modelling has generated an entire
spectrum of empirical finance, which has evolved from other sciences and 
social sciences disciplines like statistical physics, hydrology, political science, 
and psychology.

Four well known researchers in the field of Econometrics and Financial
Econometrics, Professor Peter Phillips (Yale), Professor Yacine Ait-Sahalia
(Princeton), Professor Karim Abadir (Imperial) and Professor Richard Baillie
(Michigan State), presented their latest research in keynote papers to an audience
comprised of academics and PhD students from Durham Business School and
other UK universities.  The symposium produced a fascinating mix of econometric
methodology, economic theory and finance, and was organised in a way that
promoted lively discussion and exchanges of intellectual perspectives on the
foundations and challenges of financial modelling.

This symposium established new research networks between the speakers and
academics at the Business School. The presentations from the symposium were
recorded and are available to download from the symposium website:
www.dur.ac.uk/dbs/financialmodelling/

Activities Thematic Events
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Organised by Professor Pierpaolo Andriani (Business School)

This 2 and a half day workshop was one of the first of its kind aiming to foster
interdisciplinary synergy between often separate areas of social and natural
science research on extreme events, including economics, management, physics,
finance, anthropology and earth sciences.  The main aim of the workshop was to
work towards a research agenda on extreme events across the sciences and also
with particular attention to the social sciences.  The current literature on extreme
events plays a marginal role and is mostly fragmented within single disciplines. 
As a consequence there is a lack of theory in many sciences that account for
‘Extreme Events’ (e.g. tsunamis, the fall of the Soviet Union, and the Wall Street
Crashes of 1929 & 1987), and therefore there is a lack of preparedness to face
the impact and consequences of these extreme events when they do occur. 

The workshop discussed several approaches to modelling extreme events, based
on the common dynamical patterns that extreme events produce in different
fields. The progress in the field demands targeted research projects and a strong
interdisciplinary effort in order to define the boundary of the field and the
methods needed to work across disciplines.

The workshop helped shape an interdisciplinary research network that will
progress the discussion about the science of extreme events, will acquire and
share information about other initiatives in the field, and will collaborate on joint
research proposals.  

Organised by Dr Richard Hobbs (Earth Sciences)

The objective of this series of lectures was to demonstrate how models underpin
our understanding of climate and hence influence our predictions of future
climate change and the financial drivers for change in industrial practice.
Professor Donald MacKenzie (IAS Fellow/Edinburgh University) examined the
European Carbon Trading market, which has been created as a means to place 
a commercial value on the emission of greenhouse gases based on the model that
industry would reduce emissions if there was a financial incentive. To date this
has not worked because of over allocation of permits and complex carbon offset
schemes. Learning from this experience, the next iteration of the market promises
to be much tougher with the hope that it will produce more tangible results.
Professor Alan Thorpe (Natural Environment Research Council) presented the
historical basis for the climate change models. He drew together the evidence
from the geological and historical record and tested the various alternative
hypotheses against this evidence and showed that beyond doubt the current rise
in world temperature is man-made. He also showed that the expected climate
change will be unevenly distributed around the globe.  The final lecture was
presented by Dr Glenn Milne (Durham) who used the specific example of ice
melting to demonstrate the complex interactions involved in prediction of 
global change.  

Climate Change: Ice and Oceans Public Lecture Series
October 2007 – February 2008

Modelling Extreme Events Workshop
10-12 October 2007



Organised by Professor Stuart Lane, David Milledge, 
Andrew Napier (Geography)

The aim of this fascinating public lecture series was to bring leading modellers to
Durham to think through, in a public forum, the difficulties and challenges of
modelling the future.  This event comprised a very well-attended lecture series
with distinguished speakers from across the natural sciences and humanities
being invited to give an evening lecture, developed with respect to their own
specialist interest, on the issue of how we try to make sense of what the future
holds for us. 

Paul Ormerod (IAS Fellow/Volterra Consulting) gave an illuminating account of
advances being made in behavioural economics, and how these have challenged
some of the key precepts of the ‘rational’ economic actor that dominate much 
of what we think about the economic world around us. Donald MacKenzie 
(IAS Fellow/Edinburgh) provided a compelling argument for the performative
nature of economic models, showing how their use in derivatives exchanges 
acted over time to transform modern financial markets. Sheila Jasanoff (Harvard)
presented a thought-provoking analysis of how the way we perceive our global
environment has been successively remodelled by changing narratives of climate
change, and of how these narratives have exposed deep contradictions in our
efforts to manage that environment. Rowan Douglas (Managing Director of Willis
Analytics and Chairman of the Willis Research Network) provided a fascinating
insight into the rise of catastrophe modelling in the reinsurance industry in
response to the growing frequency and severity of extreme catastrophic events,
illustrating how developments in this area have revolutionised the way the industry
confronts such events. Neil Ferguson (Imperial), a key government advisor on
modelling disease diffusion, gave a startling picture of both the risks that we face
as a society and the practical effectiveness of modelling as a tool for decision
making and disaster management. And finally, Simon White (Max Planck Institut)
presented an accessible introduction to our universe and current thinking
surrounding its makeup, origin and development. Simon built the universe by
taking his audience on a trip simultaneously through space and time, providing
glimpses of its intricate structure and insights into the genesis of scientific
thought on its origins and properties. He showed how models, which exist at the
interface of measurement and theory, have been enabling astrophysicists to
unravel the origins of the universe. 

This lecture series considerably strengthened links between key Durham
academics and world-leading researchers and industrial speakers.  In addition, 
an article reflecting upon how models of the future are used, or a paper thinking
through the question of how we establish trust in models, is being planned for
future publication in either the THE, New Scientist or Insights.

Organised by Professor Michael Goldstein (Mathematical Sciences)

Many scientific problems involve the study of complex physical systems by the
use of large computer models.  Although the applications are very different in
detail, there are common methodological issues arising from the uncertainty
analysis for the behaviour of the system, for example the fact that the model
depends on parameters whose values are unknown, that the model, even at best
parameter choices, is not the same as the system, and that all system data is
observed with error. The aim of this lunchtime series was to explore such
questions, both to give an opportunity for investigators in different areas to share
their issues and experiences in handling these problems and to explore the
general methodologies (new but potentially powerful) that are being developed 
to address them.  

These monthly meetings provided an informal venue for scientists and
statisticians to meet and discuss the common issues involved in dealing with the
uncertainties arising from the analysis of models for complex physical systems.
Participants were academics and research postgraduates from Mathematics,
Archaeology, Biological Sciences, the Business School, Computer Science, Earth
Sciences, Economics, Engineering, Geography, SASS and Physics, and also IAS
Fellows resident at the Institute during this period. 

Models of the Future Public Lecture Series
October 2007 – March 2008

General Methods for Dealing with Model Uncertainty 
Lunchtime Meetings
November 2007 – June 2008



Organised by Professor T J Wilkinson (Archaeology) and 
Professor David Byrne (School of Applied Social Sciences)

The aim of this workshop was to examine how the emerging field of simulations
and social models contribute to the development and growth of larger structures
resembling human settlements and ultimately cities. Specifically participants
examined how individual, often idiosyncratic human behaviours can be
incorporated into larger and more general models, but more simple ways of
capturing and modelling human behaviour were also discussed.

Participants came from a wide variety of backgrounds and institutions: physics,
astronomy, social sciences, archaeology and economics, but social behaviour sat
at the centre of every presentation.  The level of discussion was animated and
informed, and overall was optimistic about future developments. A significant
number of postgraduate students from anthropology, applied social sciences 
and archaeology also attended.

An immediate outcome from this fascinating workshop is an overview article in 
the Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulations, edited by Nigel Gilbert
(who presented at the workshop). This article will showcase the Durham workshop
as well as provide a view of future developments in the field. 

Organised by Professor Donald Mackenzie 
(IAS Fellow/Edinburgh University)

The currently favoured policy tool for slowing global warming is the creation 
of carbon-emissions markets, such as the European Union’s Emissions Trading
Scheme.  The basic principles of a ‘cap-and-trade’ scheme of that sort are
straightforward: governments set a cap on emissions, sell or give that number 
of allowances to emitters, and then monitor emissions and fine anyone who emits
without the requisite allowances.  Those emitters for whom reductions are
expensive will want to buy allowances rather than incurring disproportionate costs.
The requisite supply of allowances is created by the financial incentive thereby
provided to those who can make big cuts in emissions relatively cheaply.  
They can save money by not having to buy allowances, or (if allowances are
distributed free) can earn money by selling allowances they don’t need.

Yet constructing a real, environmentally-effective market around those basic
principles is a huge and difficult task.  The issues involved go beyond economics
to include political science and social studies of science because of the
dependence of the design of markets on our knowledge of the determinants of
climate change, and anthropology/area studies because of the interaction between
cap-and-trade schemes and the sometimes controversial projects of the UN’s
Clean Development Mechanism.  

This workshop involved four presentations on these topics, by Donald MacKenzie,
Marcel Braun, Anita Engels, and Larry Lohmann, followed by a commentary by
Michel Callon.  The workshop attracted 35 participants, including attendees from
Denmark and Sweden as well as the UK.  One of the main features of the day was
the very high-level, engaged interaction.  Participants came to the workshop with
sharply divided views on the efficacy of carbon markets, but the discussion
remained collegial, and those involved brought both relevant theory and empirical
data to bear upon the issues at stake.  

This workshop was a tremendous success and the papers presented by Professor
Donald MacKenzie, Professor Anita Engels and Dr Marcel Braun have all been
submitted to Accounting, Organizations & Society. Professor Larry Lohmann also
submitted a separate paper to the same journal, and these will all appear in a
special section of Accounting, Organizations & Society in early 2009.

Models of Human Behaviour Workshop
2-3 November 2007

Carbon Trading Workshop
7 November 2007
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Modelling the Self: Subjectivity and Identity in Romantic 
and Post-Romantic Thought and Culture 
Public Lecture Series
November 2007 – April 2008

Metaphors as Models Interdisciplinary Dialogues
January – May 2008

Organised by Professor Michael O’Neill, Dr Mark Sandy, 
and Dr Sarah Wootton (English Studies)

The aim of this public lecture series was to consider two related aspects:
‘Romanticism as Cultural Remodelling’ and ‘Remodelling Romantic Models’. 
In relation to the first aspect, the extent to which Romanticism re-invents, revises
and redescribes models of selfhood, cultural, and literary identity was considered.
In relation to the second aspect, the key issue was the degree to which Romantic
models of subjectivity and cultural identity are remodelled by Post-Romantic
philosophers and artists.

Lectures in the series were intended for both specialists and non-specialists, 
and reflected on the issues of modelling and remodelling subjectivity and identity
in Romantic and post-Romantic eras. In addressing these concerns, lecturers in
the series asked which literary and theoretical models have been most influential
or illuminating in shaping and reshaping our contemporary perceptions of the
remodelling of subjectivity and cultural identity within the period from 1780 
to the present. Post-Romantic authors discussed included Victorian novelists, 
and poets such as Robert Frost and W. B. Yeats, as well as more contemporary
poets, and there was also a strong emphasis on the visual, both in the response 
of female artists to Keats and in the relationship between the visual and the
verbal in contemporary poetry. External speakers lectured on diverse, but related
topics: Professor Christoph Bode (Munich) explored constructions of identity in
British Romanticism; Professor Philip Davis (Liverpool) examined modelling in the
Victorian realist novel; Professor Jacqueline Labbe (Warwick) discussed the model
of the poet in Smith and Wordsworth; Dr Andrew Michael Roberts (Dundee)
reflected on the visual and the self in avant-garde poetry; and Dr Ann Wroe
(acclaimed biographer of the poet, Shelley) meditated on Shelley’s divided model
of subjectivity. There were also four speakers from within the Department of
English Studies.

As a result of this extremely successful lecture series, the lectures will be
published in a special issue of Romanticism and Victorianism on the Net, 
guest-edited by two of the organisers, Dr Mark Sandy and Dr Sarah Wootton.

Organised by Professor David Cowling, Professor Andreas Musolff, Dr
Boris Wiseman, Dr Kathryn Banks (Modern Languages and Cultures)

It is well known that scientific models, and the theories to which they give rise,
are rooted in analogical thinking, as the popular story of Newton sitting under 
the apple tree illustrates very well. Furthermore, analogies, and in particular
metaphors, are themselves models of sorts. They provide a kind of microcosm 
of the world and of the way it works and, as such, inform and shape our thinking
at many different levels. Metaphors are miniatures and in this respect they
participate in the very essence of what modelling is about: at its simplest, the
construction of a scale model (analogon) with an epistemological function. 
In addition, they serve as conceptual bridges between scientific and non-expert
world views, social, economic and political thought and everyday discourse.

Organised to coincide with Professor Zoltán Kövecses’ fellowship at the Institute
of Advanced Study, this series of seven interdisciplinary dialogues explored the
modelling role of metaphor, understood in terms of cognitive metaphor theory, 
in written and spoken discourse. Each dialogue featured an expert external
speaker and a respondent who led a two-hour discussion arising from (but not
limited to) the contents of the speaker’s presentation. Topics ranged from the use
of metaphor as a model for the emotions to the role of metaphor as a model for
political power and political leadership in the contemporary world; other dialogues
concerned the therapeutic value of metaphor in creative writing exercises, its use
and abuse in the mediation of scientific research to the public, its strategic
function in focus group discourse on socio-political topics, and its role in the
formulation of the idea of the ‘monster’ in early modern Europe. All dialogues
shared a set of common core questions: to what extent are metaphorical models
universal, as opposed to culturally and chronologically determined? To what extent
can we speak of the discourse histories of individual metaphors? And to what
extent are speakers consciously aware of metaphor use in their own and others’
discourse? Each dialogue brought a differently nuanced set of responses to these
questions; all shared a common recognition that metaphor is both constitutive of
thought and closely implicated in the generation of discourse.

Each dialogue was recorded and made available on the ‘Durham University
Online’ website. An edited volume entitled Metaphor and Discourses, featuring 
a number of the speakers and respondents, has been published by Palgrave
Macmillan in 2009.
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Organised by Dr Robin Hendry and Dr Matthew Eddy (Philosophy) 

This three day symposium brought together historians and philosophers of the
physical and life sciences to explore the strategies and techniques that scientists
of the past and present have employed to model matter.  Several themes emerged
in the presentations and discussions. In particular it was observed that the
movement from empirical evidence to a viable model is a complex process that
the history and philosophy of science has often oversimplified; that the processes
used to create tangible and visual representations of models, especially those
used in chemistry, molecular biology and physics, are often influenced by a wide
variety of educational, practical and personal factors; and finally that the
movement of models from one discipline to another can be used to identify the
shared or conflicting epistemological assumptions that undergird how different
disciplines transform empirical observations into explanatory or predictive theories.  

Speakers included Professor Nancy Cartwright (IAS Fellow, LSE and the University
of California, San Diego); Professor (Emeritus) Ronald Giere (University of
Minnesota); Professor Seymour Mauskopf (Duke University); Professor Michel
Morange (l’Université Paris 6 and the Cavailles Centre for the History and
Philosophy of Science); Dr Michael Weisberg (University of Pennsylvania); 
Dr Eric Winsberg (IAS Fellow, University of South Florida); Professor (Emeritus)
David Knight (Durham University); Professor (Emeritus) Sir Arnold Wolfendale 
FRS (Durham University); and David Kaiser (MIT).  In addition to the speakers,
attendees came from a number of institutions including Notre Dame University,
Oxford University, Leeds University, Cambridge University, Ecole Normale
Supérieure and University College London.  

Following this very successful symposium, Dr Robin Hendry and Dr Matthew Eddy
are gathering the papers to pursue a book publication.

Organised by Professor Tony O’Hagan (Sheffield), Mr Peter
Challenor (Southampton/IAS Fellow), and Professor Michael
Goldstein (Mathematical Sciences)

The Managing Uncertainty in Complex Models group (MUCM), in association with
the Institute of Advanced Study, held two one-day workshops in July for those who
build, use or rely on science-based models for prediction of complex real-world
processes.

The first workshop explained the power of MUCM methods to quantify and 
analyse the uncertainties in the outputs of complex models. Professor Tony O'Hagan
(Sheffield) opened the workshop with an overview of the MUCM methods for
uncertainty analysis, sensitivity analysis, calibration and validation of models. This
was followed by a series of short case studies exemplifying the use of these methods
in a range of applications on cellular reactions, rotavirus epidemiology, systems
biology and avalanche modelling.  The workshop concluded with a review by
Professor Michael Goldstein of ongoing research in the field and the future potential
of these methods. This dissemination workshop was pitched at a conceptual level,
for those whose primary interest was to understand what the MUCM methods can
do and attracted over 50 participants from throughout the UK.

The second workshop led by Professor O'Hagan, provided a more detailed and
practical introduction to some of the most basic MUCM methods. Practical sessions
used the GEM-SA and SHELF software packages (both packages were provided to
delegates free of charge).  The hands-on workshop was designed for people who
expect to make direct use of the tools for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis and
attendance reached capacity of 25.

The MUCM workshop was a standalone event, but it represents the start of a wider
effort by the MUCM group to inform and demonstrate powerful new ideas about
managing uncertainty in complex models to as wide a user group as possible. 

Modelling Matter Symposium
26-28 March 2008

Modelling Uncertainty in Complex Models Workshop
2-3 July 2008



Non-Thematic Events

Organised by Dr Eleanor Spaventa (Law)

The European Union has been undergoing a constitutional crises following the
negative outcome of the Dutch and French Referenda on the Constitutional Treaty.
In July 2007 the constitutional process was restarted and it culminated in
October 2007 with a new European Treaty (the Reform Treaty) which will
introduce substantial constitutional changes to the European Union. The seminar
and public lecture organised under the auspices of the IAS provided an
opportunity for leading experts to discuss the changes introduced by the Reform
Treaty, as well offering the wider public and student body an opportunity to attend
a public lecture on the Reform Treaty. The public lecture, delivered by Professor
Giuliano Amato (then Italian home secretary, and previously the vice President of
the body that drafted the Constitutional Treaty) aimed at reaching a wide
audience, and dispel some of the myths that obscure the discussion on the
European Union constitutional process. 

A report from the workshop was published on the Durham European Law
Institute’s website and further papers are expected.  The public lecture, held at St
John’s College, was very well attended by students and members of staff, reaching
the full capacity of Leech Hall.

Organised by Professor Sarah Banks (School of Applied Social Sciences)

The aim of this interdisciplinary conference, and the research project associated
with it, was to explore the ways in which different disciplines theorise the
qualitative dimension of experience and integrate the sensual into their working-
models of a range of phenomena. The conference explored sensory perception in
different times and places, in its multiple relations to the literary and the artistic
as well as to the political and social. It created a forum for an exchange of points
of view between researchers in the fields of literary theory, history, art history,
philosophy, anthropology, psychoanalysis, geography, cognitive science and other
areas still. It also involved practising artists and writers.

Panels were formed on ‘Thinking the Senses’; ‘Art and Sensation’; ‘Qualia and
Place’; ‘The Senses Across Cultures’ and ‘The Neuroscience of Sensation’. The
exchanges were lively and very productive, giving rise to a useful questioning of
disciplinary frameworks and assumptions.  

The event was followed by a research project meeting in which key participants
discussed the future of the ‘Qualia’ project and made proposals for further
collaboration. The conference has generated a large amount of interest in the
ongoing research project from departments throughout Durham University, and in
higher education institutions at home and abroad. Dr Boris Wiseman was invited
to present the ‘Qualia’ research project at two subsequent conferences: ‘The Five
Senses in the Enlightenment’ (Birmingham, 17-18 May 2008) and ‘Relating the
Senses’ (Bristol, 23-24 February 2009); and a funding proposal has been
submitted to the AHRC.  In addition, a book on Rethinking Aesthetics and the
Senses is currently being prepared.

The Reform Treaty: Constitutional Changes, Constitutional Challenges 
Seminar & Public Lecture
2 November 2007

Qualia: Thinking the Senses Conference
28-30 March 2008
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Organised by Dr Simon James (English Studies) and Professor Nic Saul
(School of Modern Languages and Cultures)

Following on from the highly successful public lecture series on the Legacy 
of Charles Darwin in 2006/07, this conference aimed to ask why Darwinism – 
a modern scholarly paradigm dominant across many scientific and humanities
disciplines – has failed to convert literary theoreticians or writers. Adopting an
interdisciplinary comparative method, the conference analysed historical and
modern cases of Darwin’s influence among the poets in three major European
cultures (Britain, France and Germany), so to re-evaluate the Darwinian legacy.
Questions asked included what has become of Darwinian evolutionary theory in
literature since the late 19 century; what are the leading paradigms in theory and
in literature for renovating the evolutionary model; what were, and are, the
differences in British, French, German paradigms of literary Darwinian reception;
how, if at all, did Darwinian modes of thought hybridise across national borders;
and what is the future of the Darwinian mode?

The proceedings from the conference are being prepared for a book to be
published by Rodopi, supplemented by selected papers from the 2006/07
Legacies of Darwin lecture series.

The Evolution of Literature: Legacies of Darwin in European Cultures
4-6 April 2008



IAS-Endorsed Events

Organised by Peter Challenor (IAS Fellow/National Oceanography
Centre) and Professor Michael Goldstein (Mathematics)

This international workshop was the second in a series funded by the Natural
Environment Research Council’s International Opportunities Fund and was
brought to Durham by Peter Challenor, an IAS Fellow during the Institute’s
modelling year.  This invitation only event brought together over 50 experts from
two communities - statistics and climate modelling - to interact on areas of
common interest. Climate prediction is essentially a statistical process. Although
the climate system is governed by physical laws there are many uncertainties in
the process, which means that climate prediction is always going to be difficult
and complex.  Twenty-eight talks were given over four days, evenly balanced
between climate scientists and statisticians. Subjects ranged from ‘what can we
learn from past climate data via proxies, from both the statistical and climate
perspectives’, to ‘how can we express uncertainty in the new UK climate impacts
programme.’

This series of workshops enables the participants to build a better understanding
of modern statistical methods among climate scientists, and enables statisticians
to gain a better appreciation of the problems climate scientists face. A number of
initiatives and collaborations will appear in due course.

Organised by Professor Sarah Banks (School of Applied Social Sciences)

The aims of the dialogue workshops were threefold: to provide a space for
professional practitioners and managers to share ideas and experiences on the
place of passion and vocation in social welfare work; to provide material for an 
on-going research project on the commitments and motivations of social welfare
professionals; to introduce participants to Socratic dialogue as a method that can
be used in work with young people, community groups, higher education students
and in research.  

Socratic dialogue is a means of exploring complex concepts or questions with 
a group of people. It is a method by which a group works together with a
facilitator to find an answer to a well-formed philosophical question (such as:
‘what is justice?’ or ‘when is it right to lie?’). The procedure involves collecting
concrete examples relevant to the question from the participants, choosing one
example to work on, exploring the chosen example, articulating its core statement
and agreeing on principles in answer to the general question. This approach can
be used to engage members of the public in ‘Socratic cafés’ or other arenas. Two
workshops were held at the IAS, each focusing on a slightly different question.
The first workshop, attended by 13 participants from the social, community and
youth work field considered: ‘what is the place of passion in social welfare work?’
The second workshop, with eight participants, focused on: ‘what is the place of
vocation in social welfare work?’ These topics were identified as timely in a
context where technical competence and managerial control may appear to be
more highly valued in professional life than passion or vocation. Participants
worked constructively together, exemplifying their own passions and commitments
in their careful and creative exploring of the chosen examples, which related to
work with challenging young people and community consultation in the field of
urban regeneration. 

These dialogues (along with others that have been facilitated and written up by
Professor Sarah Banks as part of a Christopherson/Knott fellowship) will form the
basis of a research report and other publications in the future.  In addition,
experience in facilitating these Socratic Dialogues has contributed to the
development, with Dr Robert Song (Theology) and Jackie Leach Scully
(Newcastle), of an approach to data collection in a research proposal submitted 
to the ESRC. 

Probability, Uncertainty, Climate Change and Modelling 
International Workshop
24-28 September 2007

Socratic Dialogues: Passion and Vocation in Social Welfare Work
11 June & 23 June 2008
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Between October 2007 and March 2008, 20 Fellows from the UK, US, Australia
and Europe spent up to 3-months at the Institute of Advanced Study.  During
their stay in Durham they pursued defined programmes of research and writing,
presented seminars in the IAS and in departments, delivered public lectures in
colleges, and, on occasion, presented talks around the UK and abroad.  

Listed below are the seminars and presentations given by the Fellows during their
stay in Durham.  An up to date record of publications arising from their work at
the IAS can be found on the Institute website.  Already, a total of 34 journal
publications (excluding Insights), 7 books and 8 research grant applications are 
in press or in preparation.

We have been delighted with the Fellow’s positive feedback on their stay in
Durham, and are pleased to learn that many have every intention to return to
Durham in the future and to continue the collaborations that started or were
strengthened during their IAS Fellowship.  This group of Fellows will now act as
ambassadors for the Institute and Durham University, helping to build our national
and international reputation.

Fellows



Professor Atholl Anderson, Australian National University
Collingwood College
October-December 2007

Professor Anderson holds the establishment chair of prehistory in the Institute 
of Advanced Studies at the Australian National University, and is currently an
adjunct professor of history at the University of Canterbury, New Zealand.
Professor Anderson’s main research area is in the prehistoric colonisation of
oceanic islands, primarily in the Indo-Pacific region, directing archaeological
projects in many islands throughout the world. His particular interests have been
in the structure and chronology of initial human colonisation, in the nature of
seafaring, in the human impact on island environments, and in the ethnohistory 
of the southern Maori.  His books include, Prodigious Birds: Moas and
Moahunting in Prehistoric New Zealand (CUP, 1989), and The Welcome of
Strangers: an Ethnohistory of Southern Maori (University of Otago Press, 1998).
Professor Anderson’s fellowship was incredibly productive and included writing 
a paper for Journal of Island and Coastal Archaeology, and collaborating with 
a number of colleagues in Archaeology and Anthropology on a substantial,
multidisciplinary project (2009-2011) on the archaeology of the Indian Ocean,
which has been successfully funded by the Australian Research Council.

Presentations
‘Putting to Sea in the Pleistocene: Models of Origin’
IAS Seminar, 29 October 2007

‘Prehistoric Pacific Colonisation’
Seminar, Department of Archaeology, 30 October 2007

‘Island Archaeozoology and Invasion Biology’
Lecture, Department of Archaeology, 29 November 2007

‘The Rise of Sailing in World Prehistory’
IAS Public Lecture, Collingwood College, 3 December 2007

Professor Willard Bohn, Illinois State University
Hatfield College
January-March 2008

Professor Bohn is a distinguished professor of French and Comparative Literature
at Illinois State University.  Professor Bohn specialises in the study of avant-garde
literature and art, and his work on modern visual poetry and on Guillaume
Apollinaire has attracted favourable attention from scholars on both sides of the
Atlantic. He has authored one hundred and thirty articles and twelve books,
including: Marvelous Encounters: Surrealist Responses to Film, Art, Poetry, and
Architecture (Bucknell University Press, 2005); The Other Futurism (University 
of Toronoto Press, 2004); The Rise of Surrealism (SUNY Press, 2001); Modern
Visual Poetry (University of Delaware Press, 2000); Apollinaire and the
International Avant-Garde (State University of New York Press, 1997); and
Apollinaire, Visual Poetry, and Art Criticism (Bucknell University Press, 1993).
Professor Bohn used the time afforded to him by his IAS Fellowship to complete 
a chapter for his forthcoming book Reading Visual Poetry.

Presentations
‘Giving Shape to Words’
IAS Seminar, 28 January 2008

‘The Birth of Modern Visual Poetry’
Lecture, School of Modern Languages and Cultures, 27 February 2008

‘Visual Poetry in France after Apollinaire’
IAS Public Lecture, Hatfield College, 11 March 2008
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Professor Ronaldo Borja, Stanford University
St Cuthbert’s Society
February-March 2008

Professor Borja is a professor in the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering at Stanford University.  He works in theoretical and computational 
solid mechanics with application to geomechanics and geosciences. His research
includes developing theoretical and computational models for capturing large
deformation and instability phenomena in soils and rocks, including the initiation 
of deformation bands, liquefaction of saturated sands, earthquake fault nucleation
and propagation in rocks, pore collapse in high porosity solids, and folding and
fracturing of geologic media. He has also developed theoretical and numerical
models for capturing fluid flow phenomena in fully and partially saturated granular
materials, and has used them to study the initiation of landslides and debris flow in
saturated slopes. During his Fellowship, Professor Borja collaborated with a number
of colleagues in the School of Engineering, the Department of Mathematics, the
Department of Earth Sciences, and the Department of Geography.  He also
completed a successful research proposal for the US National Science Foundation
dealing with the aspect of debris flow initiation in variably saturated soils.

Presentations
‘Multiscale Deformation and Failure Processes for Geomaterials’
Seminar, School of Engineering and the Department of Earth Sciences, 
26 February 2008.  
Paper also presented at the University of Cambridge, 29 February 2008 and 
the University of Nottingham, 3 March 2008

‘Engineering the Antiquities of the World: The Leaning Tower of Pisa and the
Colossi of Memnon’
Seminar at St Cuthbert’s Society, 28 February 2008

‘Deformation and Failure Processes in Geologic Materials at Scales from Grains 
to Basins’
IAS Public Lecture, St Cuthbert’s Society, 12 March 2008

‘Upscaling to the Macroscopic Level in Multiscale Modelling and Simulations’
IAS Seminar, 19 March 2008

Professor Nancy Cartwright, London School of Economics
St Mary’s College
October-December 2007

Professor Cartwright is a philosopher and methodologist of science.  
She currently works in the Department of Philosophy, Logic and Scientific
Method at the London School of Economics, where she launched their now
outstanding programme in philosophy of economics, and part-time in the
department of Philosophy at the University of California at San Diego, where
she works with historians and sociologists in the Science Studies Program.
She is also currently Director of LSE’s centre for Philosophy of Natural and
Social Science.  Cartwright is often praised for her role in focussing the
philosophy of science far more on science as it is actually practised and in
making causality a legitimate topic in philosophy of science against Positivist
strictures.  Her books include How the Laws of Physics Lie (OUP, 1983);
Nature’s Capacities and their Measurement (OUP, 1989); The Dappled World
(CUP, 1999); and Hunting Causes and Using Them: Approaches in
Philosophy and Economics (CUP, 2007).  Professor Cartwright took advantage
of the time and company that the IAS Fellowship afforded her to think
without the demand to reach a specific goal and to pursue speculations that
had no guarantee of leading to successful outcomes.  The result was an
article and a conference paper, and the preparation of a number of talks
which she intends to eventually turn into published papers.

Presentations
‘From Efficacy to Effectiveness’
IAS Seminar, 15 October 2007

‘Evidence-Based Policy: So, What's Evidence?’
IAS Public Lecture, St Mary’s College, 13th November 2007



Peter Challenor, National Oceanography Centre
St Mary’s College
February-March 2008

Peter Challenor works for the Natural Environment Research Council at the
National Oceanography Centre based at Southampton University. Originally trained
as a mathematician and statistician he now works in oceanography and climate.
He started work looking at the estimation of extreme wave conditions for oil
exploration in the North Sea, and he has since progressed through satellite remote
sensing to climate modelling, and in particular the uncertainties in climate
predictions. His current scientific interests are broad: stretching from wave
climate and remote sensing to the statistical estimation of uncertainty in
computer models, particularly ocean and climate models.  One of the main
activities during his Fellowship was to run a research playground as part of his
NERC International Opportunities grant (see p13 for further details).  In addition
he worked on two papers (one of which is currently under review by Nature
Geoscience), wrote a draft outline proposal for the NERC RAPID-WATCH
programme, and collaborated intensively with IAS Fellow John Haslett and
Professor Brian Huntley (Biological Sciences) on combining John’s methods for
reconstructing palaeo climates with his own work on uncertainty of climate
models, and with Professor Michael Goldstein (Mathematics) to learn more about
Bayes Linear methods. 

Presentations
‘What is the Risk of an abrupt Climate Change (and should we be worried)?
IAS Seminar, 4 February 2008

‘Some Thoughts on the Design of Computer Experiments’
Research Seminar, Department of Mathematics, 19 February 2008

‘The Risk of Rapid Climate Change’
IAS/Ustinov seminar, 23 February 2008

‘The Risk of Rapid Climate Change’
IAS Public Lecture, St Mary’s College, 11 March 2008

Professor Roland Fletcher, University of Sydney
Grey College
November-December 2007

Professor Fletcher is a theoretical archaeologist at the University of Sydney, 
where he has developed a global, multi-scalar explanatory approach to
Archaeology.  His field of expertise combines the theory and philosophy of
archaeology with the analysis of large-scale cultural phenomena over time.   
He is currently working on the study of settlement growth and decline, in
particular on low–density pre-industrial urbanism at Angkor in Cambodia.   
He is a Director of the Greater Angkor Project and the Living with Heritage
Project, which is a major, international, collaborative research program, with 
$2 million of funding over five years from the Australian Research Council 
and UNESCO.  During his Fellowship, Professor Fletcher completed work on the
theoretical and empirical issues of pre-industrial, low-density urbanism, which was
carried out in close collaboration with Professor Robin Coningham (Archaeology).
He also wrote a substantial part of a paper for a research symposium organised by
the University of Arizona (March 2008) and began planning a long term project
with Dr John Chapman (Archaeology) on some highly anomalous settlements of
the 3rd Millennium in the Uman Plain in Ukraine. 

Presentations
‘Angkor - New Perspectives from the Greater Angkor Project’
IAS Public Lecture, Grey College, 14th November 2007

‘Low Density Urbanism, Extreme Stability and Climate Change’
IAS Seminar, 19 November 2007

A Master Class on Angkor in the Department of Archaeology
23 November 2007
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Professor Bernd Goebel, Theologische Fakultät Fulda, Germany
Grey College
January-March 2008

Professor Goebel holds a Chair in Philosophy and the History of Philosophy at the
Theologische Fakultät Fulda.  His main areas of interest are early medieval and
contemporary philosophy (ethics, philosophy of mind, philosophy of religion, and
ontology).  He has published on a variety of sub¬jects. His first book, Rectitudo:
Wahrheit und Freiheit bei Anselm von Canterbury (2001) is a historical and
systematic study of Anselm’s philosophical theology. Professor Goebel has also co-
edited four collections of essays, on environmental ethics (2001), political
philosophy (2001), bioethics (2003), and on philosophical naturalism (2005).
During his Fellowship Professor Goebel attended a number of seminars in the
Department of Philosophy and had very fruitful discussions about his paper on
Anselm’s theory of universal concepts wand ontology with Professor Jonathan
Lowe (Philosophy).  In addition, he was able to prepare a 50 page manuscript in
English that will become either two journal articles or the core of a short book on
the metaphysics of Anselm of Canterbury.

Presentations
‘Anselm as a Philosopher’
IAS Seminar, 18 February 2008

Professor (Emeritus) Martin Harwit, Cornell University 
St Cuthbert’s Society
October-December 2007

Martin Harwit is professor emeritus of Astronomy at Cornell University, and has
spent much of his career building telescopes to observe infrared radiation from
the Cosmos.  In 1987 he became the director of the National Air and Space
Museum in Washington DC, where he oversaw the production of three wide-screen
IMAX films: “Blue Planet”, dealing with Earth; “Destiny in Space,” concentrating
on space exploration; and “Cosmic Voyage,” which dealt with space and time in
the Cosmos.  The last of these was nominated for an Academy of Motion Pictures
award for best documentaries.  The museum was also engaged in the restoration
of historical aircraft, among them the “Enola Gay,” which had dropped history’s
first atomic bomb on Hiroshima.  A planned exhibition of this B-29 bomber was
strongly opposed by Air Force lobbyists and the US Congress, and was cancelled
in early 1995 before ever opening.  Professor Harwit resigned from the museum
and recounted the controversy in An Exhibit Denied: Lobbying the History of Enola
Gay, published in 1996 and later translated into Japanese. During the course of
his Fellowship, Professor Harwit enjoyed the company and insights of the other
Fellows in his cohort and also his colleagues in the astronomy group in the
Department of Physics.

These engagements took place whilst he was assembling and assimilating material
that will be incorporated into a book-length depiction of the growth of
understanding of the Universe.  The ideas that he explored with the other Fellows
during this period will certainly have an influence upon the final manuscript.

Presentations
‘How Does our Understanding of the Cosmos Evolve?’
IAS Seminar, 12 November 2007

‘The Cosmic Clock: How did the Universe Evolve from Earliest Times to the World
We Inhabit Today?’
IAS Public Lecture, St Cuthbert’s Society, 22nd November 2007



Professor John Haslett, Trinity College
Collingwood College
February-March 2008

Professor Haslett is a professor in the Department of Statistics at Trinity College,
Dublin.  His current research is focused on the development of new statistical
models for tasks such as reconstructing the palaeo-climate of Europe for the past
~15,000 years.  His research has involved a journey from mathematics, through
wind-power, satellite imagery and mineral exploration to its present location.  
The vehicle for much of the journey has been spatial stochastic processes.  
His greatest intellectual excitement has been in the witnessing of the
development of techniques, now underpinning statistical modelling in every area
of physical and social science, from their origins in the statistical mechanics of
spontaneous magnetization.  During his fellowship, Professor Haslett collaborated
closely with Peter Challenor (IAS Fellows) and Professors Brian Huntley (Biological
Sciences) and Michael Goldstein (Mathematical Sciences).  They are now working
on a joint research proposal that will see the merging of research by Professor
Huntley’s group on developing methods to reconstruct the climate of Europe for
the past 15,000 years, using proxies, with the research of Peter Challenor’s and
Professor Goldstein’s group that has used only physical modelling to construct
both future and past climates, but with almost no input from what is known from
proxies.  Once complete this proposal will be submitted to the Natural
Environment Research Council.

Presentations
‘Reconstructing the Palaeoclimate’
IAS Public Lecture, Collingwood College, 21 February 2008

‘Modelling the Past – Statistically’
IAS Seminar, 3 March 2008

Professor Zoltán Kövecses, Eötvös Loránd University
Van Mildert College
January-March 2008

Professor Kövecses is professor of linguistics in the Department of American
Studies at Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest. His main research interests
include the conceptualization of emotions, the study of metaphor and idiomaticity,
the relationship between language, mind and culture, and American slang and
American English. His most important books include Language, Mind, and
Culture: A Practical Introduction (OUP, 2006); Metaphor in Culture: Universality
and Variation (CUP, 2005); Metaphor: A Practical Introduction (OUP, 2002);
Metaphor and Emotion (CUP, 2000); Emotion Concepts (New York and Berlin:
Springer-Verlag, 1990); and The Language of Love (Bucknell University Press,
1988).  During his fellowship Professor Kövecses developed collaborative links
with a number of colleagues in the School of Modern Languages and Cultures.
He also drafted papers on the role of metaphors in discourse, one of which will 
be included in a revised version of his book Metaphor (OUP).

Presentations
‘Metaphor in Discourse’
IAS Seminar, 14 January 2008

‘Metaphors as Models for the Emotions’
Metaphors as Models Dialogue with Dr Boris Wiseman, 21 January 2008

‘Universality and Variation in Metaphor’
IAS Public Lecture, Van Mildert College, 30 January 2008

‘Metaphoric Thought Across and Within Cultures’
IAS/Ustinov Seminar, 8 March 2008

‘Universality and Variation in Metaphor’
Birkbeck College, 11 March 2008
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Professor J. Stephen Lansing, University of Arizona
Grey College
October 2007

Professor Lansing is a professor of anthropology at the University of Arizona, with
a joint appointment in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology. He is also a resident
professor at the Santa Fe Institute.  His third book, Priests and Programmers:
Technologies of Power in the Engineered Landscape of Bali (1991) won the J.I.
Staley prize for the best book in anthropology in the year it was published, and
“has long since become a classic in sustainability science”, as Harvard ecologist
William Clark wrote in the foreword to a 2007 edition. Perfect Order: Recognizing
Complexity in Bali appeared in 2006, and was hailed as a new classic in the
anthropology of religion, the environment and society.  During his month long
fellowship, Professor Lansing worked on two papers for submission to
internationally recognised journals, and two new collaborative projects with
colleagues at the Institute.  With Professor Atholl Anderson he worked on a paper
on the Austronesian expansion, and with Professor Roland Fletcher he worked on
a study of water control and ecology at Angkor Wat.

Presentations
‘Male Dominance Rarely Yields Long-Term Evolutionary Benefits’
Seminar, Department of Archaeology, 2 October 2007
IAS Seminar, 8 October 2007

‘Perfect Order: Recognizing Complexity in Bali’
Lecture, Department of Anthropology, 10 October 2007
IAS Public Lecture, Grey College, 17 October 2007

Seminar on the Austronesian Expansion with Professor Atholl Anderson 
& Dr Keith Dobney
Department of Archaeology, 22 October 2007

Seminar on Anthropology and Development
Department of Anthropology, 24 October 2007

A lecture on Complexity Research in the US
Invited by the EPSRC to give this paper at a meeting of the European Network 
for the Coordination of Complexity Research and Training, Budapest, 1-2
November 2007

A lecture on Modelling Complexity
IAS/Archaeology Models of Human Behaviour 2-day workshop, 
3-4 November 2007

Professor Donald MacKenzie, University of Edinburgh
Hatfield College
October-December 2007

Professor MacKenzie holds a Personal Chair in the Department of Sociology 
at Edinburgh University.  His work, which has mostly been in the sociology of
science and technology, has led to five books: Statistics in Britain, 1865-1930:
The Social Construction of Scientific Knowledge (Edinburgh University Press,
1981); Inventing Accuracy: A Historical Sociology of Nuclear Missile Guidance
(MIT Press, 1990); Knowing Machines: Essays on Technical Change (MIT Press,
1996); Mechanizing Proof: Computing, Risk, and Trust (MIT Press, 2001); 
An Engine, not a Camera: How Financial Models Shape Markets (MIT Press,
2006).  The last of these books reflects his current research interest in the
sociology of markets.  The main activity with which Professor MacKenzie was
involved whilst holding his IAS Fellowship was the organising of the very
successful ‘Carbon Markets in Social Science Perspective’ workshop on 7
November 2007 (see p9).  He also assisted postgraduate student, Gareth Powells,
in organising a postgraduate workshop on the same topic the following day 
(see p35).  In addition to producing his paper for this workshop, which will appear
in a special issue of Accounting, Organizations & Society in early 2009, Professor
MacKenzie’s continued his work on a major publication for Oxford University
Press: Material Markets: Facts, Technologies and Politics.

Presentations
‘The Collapse of Fact: Financial Markets, Knowledge and Crisis’
IAS Seminar, 8 October 2007

‘The Material Sociology of Carbon Markets’
IAS Public Lecture, Hatfield College, 22 October 2007

$74,000 for Every Human Being on Earth: Models and the Growth of the
Derivatives Markets
Models of the Future Public Lecture, 26 November 2007



Dr Bruce Malamud, King’s College London
University College
October-December 2007

Dr Malamud is a Reader in Natural and Environmental Hazards in the Department
of Geography at King’s College London.  Dr Malamud’s primary research areas are
in natural hazards (wildfires, earthquakes, floods, and landslides), environmental
hazards (heavy-metal contamination in Zambia), time series analyses, and
confronting the comparison of models to data in the environmental sciences.
Mathematical models, including wavelets, Fourier analysis, long-range persistence,
scaling, probability distributions and data exploration are important to his time
series analyses. Bruce’s research combines the gathering, analysis and
visualization of actual data; design, construction and use of synthetic and actual
data in different 1-D/2-D theoretical models; and the resultant implications of
those data and models (e.g., in risk, ecology, erosion), particularly with respect to
hazards.  Dr Malamud interacted with a wide range of colleagues at Durham and
was able to contribute to various research projects being carried out here.  He was
also able to use the time afforded him by his IAS Fellowship to work on two
papers on extreme events, one on modelling/data analysis of wildfires, and the
other on landslides.

Presentations
‘Tails of Natural Hazards: Implications for Ecology, Erosion and Risk’
IAS Modelling Extreme Events workshop, 10 October 2007
Seminar, Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences, Vrije University, Amsterdam, 
6 November 2007

‘Spatial and Temporal Scaling in Geography’
Seminar, Department of Geography, University of Sheffield, 23 October 2007

‘Landslides and their Statistical Distributions: Implications for Erosion and Risk’
Seminar, Department of Geography, 24 October 2007
Research Forum, Department of Earth Sciences, 2 November 2007

‘Scaling and Patterns in Nature’
IAS Public Lecture, University College, 30 October 2007

‘Natural Hazards and Models’
IAS/Ustinov seminar, 3 November 2007

‘Tools for Confronting Models with Data’
IAS Seminar, 5 November 2007

‘Heavy Metals and Urban Agriculture in Zambia’
Durham University Geographical Society, 14 November 2007

Professor Mamood Mamdani, Columbia University
St Cuthbert’s Society
February 2008

Professor Mamdani is Herbert Lehman Professor of Government and Professor 
of Anthropology at Columbia University. His main research interest is in the
intersection between politics and culture, and the politicization of culture in the
making of political identities. He pursued this recently in a book on 9/11 that
focused on the relationship between American power and political Islam during
the Cold War. His core interest, though, has been in colonial and post-colonial
Africa, where he has tried to understand the reform/reproduction of colonially-
crafted identities through the definition of citizenship in the post-independence
period. He has done extended research in South Africa, Rwanda, and Uganda,
and his current work is in Nigeria and Sudan.  Whilst at the IAS, Professor
Mamdani worked at Palace Green library where he was able to gain access to
Durham University’s unique Sudan Archive to carry out research for his new 
book, Saviours and Survivors: Darfur, Politics, and the War on Terror, Pantheon
Books, 2009.

Presentations
‘Arabization and its Critics: The Politics of History-Writing’
IAS Seminar, 11 February 2008

‘Political Violence in Darfur’
IAS Public Lecture, 28 February 2008
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Dr Peter Matthews, Durham University
January-March 2008

Dr Matthews is a lecturer in the School of Engineering at Durham University.  
His research centres on the challenges of creating and exploiting useful
quantitative models of the early engineering design process.  The early,
conceptual, design process is characterised by its fluid nature and thereby its
resistance to traditional engineering models, which require relatively concrete data
to be of any use.  His earlier work used Self Organising Maps and non-hierarchical
clustering algorithms as a means for guiding designers to extract engineering
heuristics for conceptual design from databases of prior designs.  In 2006, with
funding from a Nuffield Foundation Newly Appointed Lecturers award (and in
collaboration with Rolls-Royce), Dr Matthews refined his representation
methodology towards a stochastic approach.  He used his IAS Fellowship to revisit
the rule based approach to decision making in order to critically compare it to the
stochastic approach.  Furthermore he took it beyond the engineering design
process and compared these decision making processes across a section of
different disciplines.  His research during the course of his IAS Fellowship led to
the completion of three papers and a successful application to the Royal Academy
of Engineering to support a 3-month visit to Amsterdam to continue his work on
this project.

Presentations
‘Modelling Behaviour: How do Design Engineers Decide how to Decide?’
IAS Seminar, 21 January 2008

‘Modelling the Engineering Design Decision Process’
IAS Public Lecture, 28 February 2008

‘Bayesian Decision Making for Engineering Design’
Modelling Uncertainty Lunch, 20 March 2008

Professor Arthur Olson, The Scripps Research Institute
Van Mildert College
October-December 2007

Professor Olson holds the Anderson Research Chair at The Scripps Research
Institute in La Jolla, California.  His research career has focused on the
development and use of computational technology to model, visualize and analyze
the structures of biological molecules and their interactions.  The software tools
developed in his laboratory are in use worldwide in the fields of biomolecular
structure analysis and drug design.  His AutoDock code is currently in use in over
4000 laboratories and is the most cited and widely used program for predicting
the interactions of drug candidates.  Much of the work of his lab centres on the
application of these computational tools to problems of human health, including
research in thrombosis, cancer, and HIV/AIDS. Research from his laboratory has
produced over 150 scientific publications.  In addition to the many lectures,
workshops, meetings and discussions that Professor Olson participated in, he was
also able to work on his molecular modelling research program and completed an
important paper for the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science that was
published in December 2007.

Presentations
‘Grasping Concepts in Molecular Biology: Learning with Tangible Interfaces’
Seminar, Learning Sciences Research Institute, University of Nottingham, 
October 2007

‘Making Models Real: Tangibility and the Molecular Machinery of Life’
IAS/Ustinov seminar, 3 November 2007

‘Do we see things differently with our hands? Exploring tangible interfaces in
molecular biology’
Seminar, Centre for Vision and Visual Cognition, Department of Psychology, 
6 November 2007

‘Drug Design in the Face of Viral Resistance’
Seminar, Linkoping University’s Medical School, 21 November 2007

‘Grasping Molecular Biology with Tangible Interfaces’
Seminar, Centre for Medical Image Science and Visualisation, Linkoping
University, 21 November 2007

‘Back to the Future:  Grasping Molecular Biology with Tangible Interfaces’
IAS Public Lecture, Van Mildert College, 29 November 2007

‘Tangible Models as Thinking Tools in Structural Molecular Biology’
IAS Seminar, 10 December 2007

‘Tangible Interfaces for Molecular Biology’
Seminar, Astbury Centre, University of Leeds, December 2007



Paul Ormerod, Volterra Consulting
October 2007-March 2008

Paul Ormerod is a Director of Volterra Consulting, a London-based economics
consultancy firm that he established with Bridget Rosewell in 1998. He started
his career as a macro-economic forecaster and modeller at the National Institute
of Economic and Social Research, where he published many applied
macroeconomic papers and edited the first collaborative volume between UK 
and US scholars on macroeconomic modelling.  In the early 1980s, he moved 
to the private sector and with colleagues built up the Henley Centre, selling it to 
a FTSE 100 company in 1992.  His main interests are in complex systems and
social networks.  Paul has a particular interest in modelling socio-economic
systems with low cognition agents (decision makers), a behavioural pattern in
complete contrast to the assumptions of rational maximisers in economics.  Paul’s
Fellowship was spread over a six month period and enabled him to write 9 papers
and to collaborate with Durham colleagues on two research grant proposals.  He is
maintaining active contact with Drs Pierpaolo Andriani (Business School) and Alex
Bentley (Anthropology) as well as a number of the Fellows with whom he engaged
during the course of the year.

Presentations
‘Cascades of Failure and Extinction in Evolving Complex Systems’
IAS Modelling Extreme Events workshop, 10 October 2007

‘21st Century Economics’
Models of the Future Public Lecture, 29 October 2007

‘Assessing Predictability’
Modelling Uncertainty Lunch, 17 January 2008

‘Extreme Events and Resilience of Capitalism’
IAS Seminar, 25 February 2008

Dr Michael Pryke, Open University
St John’s College
October –December 2007

Dr Pryke is a senior lecturer in the Department of Geography in the Faculty of
Social Sciences, at the Open University.  His research falls under the umbrella 
of cultural economy and geographies of finance and ranges from work on the
social and cultural development of the City of London; ESRC funded projects on
the UK’s commercial property markets and the redevelopment of Berlin’s
Potsdamer Platz; and Joseph Rowntree Foundation funded research on the
development of new financial instruments for social and private sector housing
markets in the UK.  The IAS Fellowship afforded Dr Pryke with the time and
space to reflect on and develop two ongoing strands of research: first, the growing
use of visualisation software and visualisation techniques in key financial markets,
and second, the growing market in so-called weather derivatives that has emerged
from the marriage of meteorology and the techniques and practices of financial
futures.  In addition to the many interactions with other IAS Fellows and
colleagues at Durham about his research, in particular his work relating to
visualisation software and financial markets, Dr Pryke was also able to work on
four journal articles, which are all now forthcoming.

Presentations
'What's Going On?' Making Sense of the Growing use of Visualisation Techniques
to see Risks and Opportunities in Financial Markets’
IAS Seminar, 3 December 2008

‘Money's Eyes: Seeing Risks and Opportunities in Global Financial Markets’
IAS Public Lecture, St John’s College, 5th December 2007

‘Money’s Eyes: the visualisation of financial data’
Seminar, Department of Geography, 11th December 2007
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Professor David Stark, Columbia University
St Chad’s College
October-December 2007

Professor Stark is currently Arthur Lehman Professor of Sociology and
International Affairs at Columbia University where he directs the Center on
Organizational Innovation.  He is a leading economic sociologist studying
organizational innovation in a broad range of research settings.  He has carried 
out field research in Hungarian factories before and after 1989, in new media
startups in Manhattan before and after the dot.com crash, and in a World
Financial Center trading room before and after the attack on September 11th.
Professor Stark was a leading critic of “designer capitalism” – the blueprints,
recipes, and formulas for getting from Communism to Capitalism in six steps or
sixty.  His book Postsocialist Pathways: Transforming Politics and Property in
Eastern Europe (with Laszlo Bruszt, Cambridge University Press, 1998) examined
the challenges of the simultaneous expansion of property rights and citizenship
rights in postsocialist East Central Europe, and his paper, “Recombinant Property
in East European Capitalism,” (American Journal of Sociology, 1996) has been
frequently translated and reprinted and is included in the list of “greatest hits in
sociology” with over 200 citations in scholarly journals.  Whilst at the IAS
Professor Stark completed his book manuscript for Princeton University Press -
Valuing Dissonance: Heterarchy and the Search for Worth – which was enhanced
by ideas that emerged following the many conversations he had with his
colleagues at the Institute.

Presentations
‘Spirituality as Everyday Consumption: Megachurches as Shopping Malls 
in Contemporary America’
IAS Public Lecture, 25 October 2007

‘What Counts? In Which Account?’
Seminar, Department of Accounting, LSE, 31 October 2007

‘For Historical Network Analysis’
Seminar, Department of Sociology, 8 November 2007

‘Opening Closure: Intercohesion and Entrepreneurial Dynamics in 
Business Groups’
Seminar, Department of Geography, 21 November 2007

‘Heterarchies of Worth’
IAS Seminar, 26 November 2007

‘Networks’
The Happening of the Social: Devices, Sites and Methods Conference, Goldsmiths
College, University of London, 14-15 December 2007

Professor Eric Winsberg, University of South Florida
University College
January-March 2008

Professor Winsberg, a philosopher of science and philosopher of physics at the
University of South Florida.  He has published widely on the philosophy of physics
and the philosophy of scientific modelling, and his articles on the methodology of
simulation, published in such places as Philosophy of Science, Synthese, and
Science in Context, are among the most widely cited works on the philosophy of
simulation in science.  He has also published on the foundations of Quantum
Mechanics and the foundations of Statistical Mechanics in the Journal of
Philosophy and Philosophy of Science.  His article “Can conditioning on the past
hypothesis militate against the reversibility objections?” won the 2005 award for
the best article published in Philosophy of Science by a recent PhD.  During the
course of his Fellowship, Professor Winsberg worked on completing his book,
Science in the Age of Computer Simulation, completed a paper on the
confirmation holism in climate simulation models, and conducted research for a
project on the role of values in the assessments of uncertainties in predictions of
climate models.

Presentations
‘A Function for Fictions in Science’
IAS Public Lecture, University College, 22 January 2008

‘Values and Uncertainties in Complex Models’
IAS Seminar, 10 March 2008
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Sir Derman Christopherson/ Sir James Knott Foundation Fellowships
Since 2007, the Directors of the IAS have been responsible, on behalf of the
University’s Research Committee, for awarding the three Sir Derman
Christopherson/Sir James Knott Foundation Fellowships that are available each
year.  As a consequence of this, recipients of the Fellowships automatically become
affiliates of the IAS whilst they hold this award.  The Fellowships are targeted at
the most gifted members of Durham University's research community and enable
members of the University's academic staff to undertake three months’ full-time
research, whilst temporarily relieved from their teaching duties.

Professor Sarah Banks
School of Applied Social Sciences
April – June 2008
The specific piece of research undertaken during the three-month period was to
explore the place of ‘vocation’ in social welfare practice, as part of a larger
programme of work on professional ethics and professional integrity.  During the
fellowship period, Professor Banks organised five Socratic Dialogues with managers
and practioners in the social welfare field, all of which were recorded and written
up see p13.  She is now analysing these dialogues, and undertaking further
research on the theme of the Socratic Dialogue, with a view to writing an article on
this work.  The fellowship was also used to visit Bryn Mawr College in the USA
where Professor Banks presented a paper, held several meetings and seminars, and
carried out research on some American literature in this field.  This research
contributed to a commissioned ‘critical commentary’ for the British Journal of
Social Work, comprising an overview of the state of play in social work ethics,
written in May 2008.  During this period, revisions were also made and a new
chapter added to a book manuscript on Ethics in Professional Life.  

Professor Richard Bower
Department of Physics
January – March 2008
During his fellowship period, Professor Bower focused on developing the Galform
model of galaxy formation.  A key strand has been to explore the parameter space
of the model and to build a method of systematically exploring the space occupied
by acceptable models.  Working with colleagues in the Mathematical Sciences
department Professor Bower and his group developed methodology for generating 
a statistical emaulation of the model based on a set of widely distributed models
run across the parameter space.  This method has been extremely successful and
the problems that have been solved and methods that have been developed are
applicable to a wide variety of computer models in a wide range of situations, from
climate modelling to biological models for the spread of disease.  Three papers
were being prepared to present the results of this research.

Professor Jeremy Hutson

Department of Chemistry
January – March 2008
Professor Hutson’s group has recently begun work in the fast-growing area of cold
and ultracold molecules.  In particular they have begun to develop the theory
needed to control ultracold molecular collisions using electric and magnetic fields.
As a result of this Fellowship, Professor Hutson and his group have managed to
extend their bound-state and scattering programs to work in electric as well as
magnetic fields, and to extend the programs to handle nuclear spins in the
prototype case of atom-atom collisions.  A paper on these results has been
submitted to Physical Review A.  In addition, Professor Hutson also managed to
complete two further papers for ArXiv:Physics, carry out substantial work on a book
chapter which will appear in Cold Polar Molecules (ed. R.V.Krems et al.), and
prepare for two international conferences he is organising in 2008/09.
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Professor Didier Sornette
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich
October 2007
Professor Sornette holds the Chair of Entrepreneurial Risks at ETH Zurich and is
also Adjunct Professor of Geophysics at the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary
Physics, and in the Department of Earth and Space Sciences at UCLA.  Professor
Sornette’s research interests include the prediction of crises and extreme events in
complex systems (with applications to finance, economics, marketing, earthquakes,
rupture, biology and medicine).  He visited Durham for a week at the beginning of
the Modelling year to participate in the Modelling Extreme Events workshop
organised by Dr Pierpaolo Andriani (Durham Business School)

‘Endogenous versus Exogenous Origins of Crises’
IAS Modelling Extreme Events workshop, 12 October 2007

Professor Sheila Jasanoff
Harvard University
January 2008
Professor Jasanoff is Pforzheimer Professor of Science and Technology Studies at
Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government.  Her research
concerns the role of science and technology in the law, politics, and public policy of
modern democracies, with a particular focus on the challenges of globalization.
She has written and lectured widely on problems of environmental regulation, risk
management and biotechnology in the United States, Europe and India.  She
visited Durham for a week at the beginning of 2008 to participate in the Models of
the Future interdisciplinary public lecture series, organised by Professor Stuart Lane
(Geography)

‘Modelling the World: Vision and Representation in the Politics of Climate Change
Models of the Future Public Lecture Series, 14 January 2008

Professor Eckart Voigts-Virchow
University of Seigen, Germany
January 2008
Professor Voights-Virchow is Professor of English Literature at University of Siegen.
As part of a DAAD-ARC sponsored project on Neo-Darwinism he visited Durham to
engage with Professors Patricia Waugh (English Studies), Nick Saul (Modern
Languages and Cultures), and Dr Simon James (English Studies), following their
IAS sponsored public lecture series and conference on the Legacy of Charles
Darwin.  Professor Voigts-Virchow is preparing a conference on ‘Medialising Darwin’
at the University of Siegen in 2009.  
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Insights

ISSN 1756-2074

Insights captures the ideas and work-in-progress of the Fellows of the Durham
Institute of Advanced Study. The twenty distinguished and ‘fast-track' Fellows who
reside at the IAS in any academic year participate in a variety of events around
the core inter-disciplinary theme, and each theme inspires a new series of
Insights. These short papers take the form of thought experiments, summaries of
research findings, theoretical statements, original reviews, and occasionally more
fully worked treatises. Every fellow who visits the IAS is asked to write for this
series. The Directors of the IAS also invite submissions from others involved in the
themes, events and activities of the IAS.  

Below is a list of papers in the Modelling series that currently appear in Volume 1
of Insights, which can be viewed at www.dur.ac.uk/ias/insights/volume1/.  Also
listed are those that are currently ‘in press’ and will be published in Volume 2.

2008 Volume 1

Modelling

Atholl Anderson Problems of the ‘Traditionalist’ Model of Long-Distance 
Polynesian Voyaging

Willard Bohn Visual Poetry in France after Apollinaire

Nancy Cartwright Models: Parables v Fables

Martin Harwit The Growth of Astrophysical Understanding

Donald MacKenzie Making Things the Same: Gases, Emission Rights 
and the Politics of Carbon Markets

Eric Winsberg A Function for Fictions: Expanding the Scope of Science

Ronaldo Borja Landslide versus Debris Flows

Roland Fletcher Low-density, Agrarian-based Urbanism: a Comparative View

John Haslett & Palaeoclimate Histories
Peter Challenor

Peter Matthews Guiding the Engineering Design Process: Path of Least 
Resistance versus Creative Fiction

Paul Ormerod 21st Century Economics

Michael Pryke ‘What is Going On’?  Seeking Visual Cues amongst the Flows
of Global Finance

David Stark & Distributed Calculation in Merger Arbitrage
Daniel Beunza
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One of the explicit aims of the Institute in its first year was to secure the
engagement of the research postgraduate community with its programme 
of events and its Fellows, and to provide them with the opportunities to
examine for themselves the benefits and challenges of multi- and inter-
disciplinary research.  To achieve this aim an IAS Postgraduate Steering
Committee was established in November 2006, comprising an IAS
Director as chair (Professor Michael O'Neill), a senior academic
representative from each Faculty (Professor Sarah Banks, Professor Roger
Crouch and Professor Stephen Regan), the Postgraduate Dean (Dr
Douglas Halliday), and the Principal of Ustinov College (Dr Penny Wilson).  

During 2007/08 the committee continued to develop a postgraduate
programme that dovetailed with the activities of the IAS, and in particular
the Institute’s annual theme.  This included organising 3 of the five IAS
sponsored postgraduate events that ran during the course of the year.

IAS Postgraduate Seminars
The IAS postgraduate group, established in February 2007, hosted a welcome
event on 8 November 2007 to attract new members to the group.  This was
followed by 5 seminars:

• 14 December 2007 – Professor (Emeritus) Martin Harwit (IAS Fellow) on the
influence of specialist groups on museum exhibitions

• 18 January 2008 - Poster session and research talks

• 7 March 2008 - Alistair Brown (PhD): ‘Maxwell's Demon: A Case Study in
Models and Metaphors Across the Two Cultures’

• 30 May 2008 - Introducing the Kaleidoscope journal (see p35) to the 
IAS Group

• 6 June 2008 - Dr David Ashurst (English Studies, Durham University):
‘Representations of Alexander in Ancient Norse’

IAS-Badged Ustinov Seminars
The IAS Fellows continue to contribute to Ustinov seminar series
organised by the Principal of Ustinov College, Dr Penny Wilson, to provide
postgraduates with the opportunity to present papers in a friendly and
informal environment.  One of the Saturday morning seminars each term
is an IAS-badged event, with the purpose of getting Durham’s
postgraduate community to focus on the Institute’s annual theme, and 
to invite one or more of the IAS Fellows to participate.  Three IAS-badged
Ustinov seminars ran in 2007/08, the first on 3 November 2007
(attended by Professor Martin Harwit, Professor Art Olson, and Dr Bruce
Malamud), the second on 23 February 2008 (attended by Mr Peter
Challenor), and the third on 8 March 2008 (attended by Professor Zoltán
Kövecses).

Models of Conflict in Medieval Europe Postgraduate Conference
21 August 2007

Organised by Meredith Bacola, Kathryn Bedford, Geoffrey Carter, 
and Tom Lambert 
(Research Postgraduate Students, Department of History)

The aim of this event was to hold an interdisciplinary postgraduate
conference that examined the way conflict was modelled in medieval
Europe. There were eight postgraduate speakers (three external and five
internal), who spoke in sessions looking at ‘Conflict and Feud’, ‘Conflict
and Culture’ and ‘Conflict and Religion’. Subjects discussed ranged from
demonic possession to medieval conflict in film, from murderous feuds in
Northumbria to negotiation strategies in early Irish hagiography. The
keynote speech, “Chivalry and Conflict Resolution in a Medieval Military
Context” delivered by Professor Michael Prestwich, looked specifically at
the theory and practice of single combat as a prelude to battle.
Attendees at the conference were drawn from a wide range of disciplines,
in particular History, English, and Modern Foreign Languages, and from 
a range of different UK universities.

The conference provided an invaluable networking opportunity for
Durham’s postgraduate medievalists and helped to raise the profile of
Durham as a centre for postgraduate medieval studies.  The event itself
was held to be a great success and a potential sequel is currently under
discussion.
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Organised by Professor Donald Mackenzie (IAS Fellow/Edinburgh
University) and Gareth Powells (Research Postgraduate Student,
Department of Geography)

On the morning of November 8, there was a follow-up event to the Carbon Trading
workshop see p9), designed specifically for research students, in which six PhD
students – five from Durham and Newcastle, and one from Sweden – presented
short papers, and received feedback from Professors Michel Callon and Donald
MacKenzie.  There were two sessions, ‘Theorising Markets’ and ‘Carbon Markets -
Overflows and Entanglements’, after which an open discussion was held in which
theories of markets and carbon trading were considered.  The event was attended
by 20 postgraduates from Durham, the UK and Europe, a visiting IAS scholar, 2
distinguished visiting professors, an IAS director, and 2 NGO representatives.

The event provided a rare opportunity for postgraduates and early career
researchers to explore the issues surrounding the creation of new carbon
economies with Professor Michel Callon, the originator of some central concepts
in contemporary market sociology, and Professor Donald Mackenzie, a leading
scholar in the social study of finance.  Gareth Powells subsequently submitted his
paper to Environment and Planning: A, which was accepted and will be
forthcoming in part of a themed special issue entitled, ‘Theorising the Carbon
Economy’.

Organised by Mr Peter Challenor (IAS Fellow/Southampton University)

As part of his Probability, Uncertainty, Climate and Modelling project, sponsored
by the Natural Environment Research Council’s International Opportunities Fund,
Peter Challenor chose to host a six-week research playground at the IAS to
coincide with the Institute’s Modelling theme.  The research playground gathered
together a small group of research postgraduates and post-docs and provided
them with the time and space to work together on ways of emulating multivariate
model outputs in relation to climate modelling.  Accommodated at Durham’s
postgraduate College, Ustinov, and provided with meeting space at the IAS, the
group worked free from constraints for six weeks, exchanging ideas with each
other and with statisticians and climate modellers at Durham and in the IAS.

The research playground was hugely successful and invigorated the research being
carried out by these young scholars.  The work carried out during this period was
presented at the March model uncertainty lunchtime meeting and the results of
this research will be published in a forthcoming Insights paper.

Carbon Trading Workshop for Research Postgraduate Students 
8 November 2007

Probability, Uncertainty, Climate and Modelling Research Playground
11 February – 20 March 2008



The Politics of Virtual States Postgraduate Conference
20 & 21 March 2008

Science and the Arts Postgraduate Conference
4 July 2008

Organised by Paul Hayman, Rebecca Bouveng, and Angelo Goode
(Research Postgraduate Students, School of Government and
International Affairs)

The aim of this conference was to provide a multi-disciplinary forum for
postgraduates and both early-career and established academics to come together
to debate an increasingly high-profile area of contemporary international relations
which has not previously been served by a dedicated workshop or conference. 

Originally planned for one day, the event was quickly re-scheduled for two days
when it became apparent that there was a very high level of interest, and also a
high number of quality paper submissions.  The event was opened by SGIA Head
of School Professor Anoush Ehteshami, and the Keynote address was given by
Professor Nicholas Rengger of St. Andrews.

There were five panels in total, each consisting of three speakers. Each panel
included a mix of academics and postgraduates. The panels were grouped into
themes which included: challenges to the traditions of statehood, identity and
diasporas, security and territory, the ‘uses’ of small/virtual states and finally a case
study of Kurdistan.  Panels included academics from a range of specialties,
including linguistics and media, culture & society alongside various branches of
politics and international relations sub-fields.  The conference provided an
excellent setting for sustained discussions of the highest quality.

In the short-term, the organisers are putting together a proposal for a ‘special
issue’ featuring several of the conference papers, to be submitted to a leading
international relations journal.  However, following the success of this particular
conference a longer term aim of the conference organisers is to establish this as
an annual event.

Organised by Professor Stephen Regan 
(Department of English Studies)

As with the first IAS postgraduate conference, ‘Science and the Arts: Darwin
Among the Poets’ (July 2007), the main purpose of the conference was to
facilitate discussion of shared research interests among postgraduate students 
in Durham and other universities, effectively bringing together researchers from
a broad range of different disciplines. The call for papers emphasised this broad
remit, and encouraged papers on astronomy, astrology, literature, art history,
music, and cinema, as well as papers that creatively cut across the usual
disciplinary boundaries.

The conference attracted 22 participants.  The range of papers was excellent 
and participants came from several universities, including Leeds, Newcastle and
Teesside. There was great enthusiasm, and the small scale event fostered a good
atmosphere for the delivery and discussion of the six postgraduate research
papers. Professor Anne Janowitz (Queen Mary, University of London), gave the
plenary lecture, ‘The Plurality of Worlds and the Cosmic Sublime’, and the closing
plenary session was an illustrated talk, ‘An Astronomer’s View of the Stars’, by
Professor Martin Ward, Head of Durham Astronomy. As well as providing a highly
fitting conclusion to the day’s event, allowing participants to see some astonishing
images of the stars, Professor Ward’s talk was expertly pitched and immensely
entertaining. His erudite combination of scientific fact and philosophical
reflectiveness prompted some lively discussion at the end of a very full Friday
afternoon.

Those who presented at this conference will be invited to submit their papers to
Kaleidoscope the postgraduate interdisciplinary online journal, run under the
auspices of the IAS.

Kaleidoscope

ISSN 1756-8137

Kaleidoscope is an on-line postgraduate journal designed to foster communication
between postgraduates in different disciplines and to promote excellence in
interdisciplinary research.  It is run by postgraduates at Durham under the
auspices of the IAS and although the content of the journal reflects the Institute’s
changing annual theme, submissions on the nature of interdisciplinary work are
also strongly encouraged.  The inaugural issue of the journal, on the ‘Legacy of
Charles Darwin’, was published in December 2007, and the second issue, on
‘Modelling’, was published in October 2008.  The third issue is planned for
publication in the summer of 2009; the theme for which will be ‘Being Human’.
Contributions are welcome from the research postgraduate community in the UK
and abroad and for further information students should visit
www.dur.ac.uk/kaleidoscope
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The Institute is led by four Directors appointed by the Vice-Chancellor, drawn
from the three academic faculties at Durham, and aided by an administrator
and secretary.  The Directorate is supported by a distinguished Advisory Council
which meets once a year.  

Professor Ash Amin FBA, AcSS, FWAAS
Executive Director
Ash Amin is Professor of Geography.  He was Head of Department from 2003 to
2005, and has served on a number of research advisory or strategic boards, along
with advising policy bodies such as the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, the OECD
and the EU.  Professor Amin’s research focuses on the interface between space 
and society, and he has published widely on matters relating to cities and regions,
multiculturalism, economic development, social participation, and political change. 

Professor Colin Bain CChem, MRSC
Director
Colin D. Bain has been Professor of Chemistry at Durham since 2005, having
previously served at Oxford, Cambridge and Harvard.  His research is in the
chemistry and physics of interfaces, with applications in lubrication, detergency,
printing and optics.  He has received awards for his research in the UK, Japan,
India and Australia and currently sits on the Scientific Advisory Boards of the Max
Planck Institute for Colloid and Interface Research and of Oxford Capital Partners.

Professor Michael O’Neill FEA, FRSA
Director
Michael O’Neill is Professor of English. He was Head of Department from 1997 
to 2000 and from 2002 to 2005. Professor O’Neill has published books, chapters,
and articles on many aspects of Romantic literature, especially the work of Percy
Bysshe Shelley, and on an array of British, Irish, and American twentieth- and
twenty-first century poets. He is also a published and award-winning poet. 

Professor Susan J Smith FBA, AcSS, FRSE
Director
Susan J. Smith is Professor of Geography.  She has recently completed an ESRC
Professorial Fellowship exploring the links between housing, mortgage and financial
markets, and continues to work on the uneven geographies of credit and investment
risks in housing. Much of Professor Smith’s research addresses the challenge of
inequality, to which end she has published over 100 books and articles addressing
the personal and social costs of insecurity; the exclusionary underpinnings of
residential segregation; the discriminatory patterning of health inequalities; and the
relevance to markets of an ethic of care.  She is also experienced in research
strategy, management and assessment of all kinds.
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IAS Advisory Council 2006-07
Chair: Professor Chris Higgins FRSE, FRSA, FMedSci, Vice-Chancellor, Durham
University

Dr Bill Bryson, Chancellor, Durham University 

Professor Dame Gillian Beer FBA, English Literature, University of Cambridge 

Professor Sir Kenneth Calman FRSE, FRCP, FRCS(ed), FRCGP, Chancellor,
University of Glasgow

Professor Gillian Clark, Classics and Ancient History, University of Bristol

Professor Martin Daunton FBA, Master of Trinity Hall, University of Cambridge

Professor Lord Bhikhu Parekh AcSS, FBA, Political Philosophy, University of Hull 
& London School of Economics 

Dr Matt Ridley FRSL, FMedSci, Science Writer, Founding Chairman of the
International Centre for Life 

Professor Nikolas Rose, Sociology, London School of Economics

Professor Malcolm Schofield FBA, Ancient Philosophy, University of Cambridge

Professor Sir John Sulston FRS, Institute of Science, Ethics and Innovation,
University of Manchester

Mr Peter Watson, Author & Journalist

Cosin’s Hall
Cosin’s Hall, built in the early 18th century, is situated between Durham
Cathedral and Castle on Palace Green - a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Originally a mansion it served as a University Hall and provided accommodation to
the first students at Durham University when the University opened its doors 175
year ago. Now the home of the Institute of Advanced Study, Cosin’s Hall opened
its doors to the Institute’s inaugural fellows in January 2007.

Cosin's Hall - home of the Institute of Advanced Study
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